Ms. Grace Cameron
Assessment Samples

ESSAY QUESTION
John Dewy and Randolph Bourne held two opposing views on the effects war has on a nation’s home front. Briefly summarize the basic ideologies of both Bourne and Dewy, then suggest which you think is most fitting regarding the United States experience during WWI. Discuss at least three specific examples to support your claim.

SHORT ANSWER
What is the Zimmerman Telegram and how was it significant to American involvement in WWI?
Name two of the five explanations that we discussed in class that identify why America entered WWI.
What was the “Double V” campaign? How was it ironic?
What was the Great Migration? List two push and pull factors.

ID/MATCHING
___ Schenk vs. US
___ Isolationism
___ Sedition Act of 1918

A. United States foreign policy before WWI. Remaining uninvolved in other countries political affairs.
B. Prohibited any words or behavior that might “incite, provoke, or encourage resistance to the United States, or promote the cause of its enemies”
C. Case involving a man charged with conspiring against the Espionage Act after mailing potential draftees and advising them “not to submit to intimidation.”

LESSON 3 TAKE HOME QUESTIONS
Which aspects of Wilson’s 14 Points were expressed in the Treaty of Versailles, which were partially addressed, and which were completely disregarded?
Does the Treaty of Versailles correlate with Wilson’s foreign policy goals? Why or why not?

LESSON 5 POLITICAL CARTOON QUESTIONS
Describe the cartoon. What is happening? What is being depicted?
Consider the context of the cartoon. What is happening during this time period that might have influenced the cartoon?
Identify any words or labels in the cartoon. How are they significant?

How do the symbols in the cartoon portray the cartoon's purpose? Why might they have been chosen?

How does the title of the cartoon depict the cartoonist’s message?

What is the tone of the cartoon? Explain.

What is the purpose of the cartoon?